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onventional industrial radiography utilizes black and white film
as the medium for permanently recording Images produced by the interaction of X-rays with the material they traverse.

*

Tis document is 'smed to report on a state-of-the-art study of
the feasibility of introducng color techniques into industrial radiograp y.
This documnt is released at the working level only by:
Crill MkplesHead, Ordnance Test and Evaluation Division
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It has been known for
*

ttime that certain chemicals luinesce

when impinged by X- or gama rays. The specific color and brightness
of the i1Winescence thus produced is known to be a function of the cheni.cal itself, the wavelength of the i pinging rays, and the flux density

of the Impinging rays.
Because of the inherent problem associated with reading conventional
X-rays, it would be great value to take advantage of the color limineucece

phenouenon in producing the film Images to be read during structural assessment. This mmprandu
is dissminated to report on the current state-ofthe-art in producing color X-ray 'mges.

PSOIO FU

"
A

The existence Of the X-rays was ctisoovpredl by Wtentgen when a paper
screen covered wiJth crystals of plathzu bariuM cyanide was seen to
fluoresce when exposed to a highly evacuated tube through which he was
passing an electronic discharge.

This phenmen6n of a material being
capable of absorbing the Invisible X-radiation and then to re-radiate
that energy or a po tion thereof at a longer wavelength visible -o the
human eye constitutes the basis for all modern day radiography.
law flor!oscop

is the most analogous application, howver, in both
mdical and Industrial haI_ Ipa y the use of intensifying acremm is a
direct application of the fluomos

MI

A quentum

pWoogmno.

UM ACniK y X-RAY w

of X-rays Impinting

MC

n the smrfae of a material will

react with the material as it traversew the material thiddiem.

lat

quntum of X-r.e exting the back surface of the mterial will not be
of the n quality or quntity as it was origInally. Wtile urn of the
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impinging X-rays will traverse through the material with no interaction,
some will be absorbed and some will scatter within the material.
X-rays are absorbed by

m

aterials much more than by others.

The mount of X-ray photons absorbed, resulting in the decrease of a

given X-ray intensity, is a function of the thickness and density of the
material traversed and the atomic number of that material.
Those scattered X-ray photons are in effect those which exit the
material through which they have just traversed in any other than the
same direction of impin ment. Thus, scattered X-ray photons may or my

not undergo an energy change.
The three processes which result in a total decrease in X-ray photon

flux as it travels through a material are termed the "potoelectric effect",
"pair production" and "O,-pton scattering'. These processes are illustrated in Figures 1, 2, and 3. In the photoelectric effect, the X-ray

pboton is absorbed by an atom and one of the bound electrons in the atom
is ejected. The impinging X-ray photon imparts all of its energy to the
orbital electron, pre' ninantly in the K and L shells of the atom and is
thus absorbed. Due to the resultant increase in kinetic energy of the
orbital electron, it overcomes the attractive force of its atom's nucleus
and flies from its orbit. The high velocity electron,
called a "photo
-ow

electron" has sufficient energy to penetrate the electron clo4.of other

atom and knock outer electrons from their orbits, thus causing secondary
"ion pairs'. This process continue, until the photo electron's energy
is ogpmnI.
Gmerally the pAotoelectric effect is predminant for X-ray
photom at the lower energy levels (below 70 KeV). Th probability of
this process occurriz

Increases with increasing atic

nber of the

rbin mateial and decreases as the X-ray photon energy increamm.

The pair production - absorption - process occurs only with highenergy Z-ray photons (above 1 MOW). In this process, the incoming X-ray
photon has sufficient energy to penetrate the electron cloud
the stam's nocleus

pat

aqa--ting all of its energy.

to the atom cames t

This energ,
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Where E - energy of ejected electron
E0 impinging photon energy
E; -electron binding energy
FIGURE 1. Photoelectric effect.
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FIGURE 2. Pair production.
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FIGURE 3. Compton scattering effect.
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The m02Vton scattering process occurs when An X-ray photon interacts with an orbital electron on an atom in an absorbing material, but
differs from the photoelectric effect in that the X-ray photon gives up
only a portico of its energy and is deflected from its original path in
a wmskmned condition. The deflected photon will continue to travel
truhthe
a
mteal until it again undrgoes scattering, or
1A absorbed through the photoelectric effect or exits the surface of the
material. The higb-velocity electron ejected from the atom iminged
by the X-ray photon produces secondary ionization in the same rennr as
the photoelecn.
In the Cbmptan scattering process, the energy of the reflected X-ray
photon is a functico of the absorbing material and does not change appreciably with the change in the impinging X-ray pboton energy as long as
the Impinging photon is of sufficient energy to interact.

C

SCINIILLArlO
The three proceM e s far described can all result in the ejection
of a free electron. The mechanian for the production of scintillation
is th s established. Since inorganic materials, being relatively
and, garall speaking, having a high atomic n~uber, are t better
absrbers of X-ray photons, it follows that they would also be desirable

C

10

as a scintillating mudiam.
Inoganic scintillating materials am crystals of inorganic mats,
p
Y the A1all halides onaining
ma
unts of mpritiem as
activatMs foe the l
ea
pn cnm. TM mehaig for the prodkwtion, of lammn

ence can be described in term of the "band picture of

A pu' alkali, hide crystal is presented in the bund theory by a
valew bad of emargies Wich in normlly cmaqletely filled with *loc-
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*

band of energies. Electrons cannot exist in the forbidden band. However,
impierfections in the crystal such as impurity atoms or lattice valences
can create energy levels in the forbidden band at randan and isolated
points within the crystal. Figure 4 depicts a schmtic of the Ftnergy
levels in an alkali-Waide crystal.
Vacant conduc-tion band

-

-

,LCIuPuritY lv-

%

--- Forbidden band

FIGURE 4. Band picture of solids.

The passage of an X-ray photon, through the crystal can release
electrons f~rom the valence band to the conduction band, thus creating
an electron in an excited state. This excited electron in the conduction band can wander through the crystal until it comes to the vicinity
of an imperfection in the crysta, %here it can drop to the es~ergy level
associated with the lqpwection and lin~diately back to the valence
band. lbesoew"g of excitation is thus given up and may be released as
radiation at a longer wavelength. This released energy is frequently
In the visible or ultraviolet range or it my he released as heat within
the crystal.
Many sUbstancss iow the properties of emitting visible light when
subjected to a beamu of X-ray pbotons. The tam "Ifloecn" or

1c TU 3634
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S°"fluorescent

emission" is used if the resultant time between electron
excitation and light emission is on the order of 10-8seconds. Reactions
taking longer, i.e., the electron does mot return to the ground state

*

Inudiately, are referred to as "phosphrecece". Phosphorescence is
associated with decay time for fluorescent screens.
For X-ray pbotons with quantum energies roughly greater than 500 KeV
and les than 3 MeV, the Compton scattering effect is the predominating
process for nearly all scintillations. Thus, the scintillations produced
are relatively n
d ent of the direction of the primary photon beam
rle

for their generation. Hwver, the wavelength of the emis-

sion, the light yield, and the decay time are predictable. Table I
depicts representative data for some of the more comon inorganic scintillators.
Although the scintillation characteristics of the scintillator are
relatively indepe
n of X-ray photon energy in the energy range of
500 KeV to 3 MeV, the light yield and decay time are both a function of
scintillator transparency to its own eissios
and to the X-ray photon
flux impinging the scintillator.

The most formatable technical problem associated with scintillation

Stechniques
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c scen manufacturing is scree

brightness.

Visual acuity and Intensity dimeriuation of the eye at the low brights level is far lvr
than that with uhich a
i
normally
viem

on a standurd illa

nt.

lbe brightness level or the total illumination that any one type of
T
fluorescent material produoe is sometimes referred to as light yield;
hover, it remain to be pr anantly a function of the energy and

qMntity of Iinin
tbu

X-rays.
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TABLE I. Inorganic Scintillators.

cintillator
(activator in
theses)

Density,
g/Cu3

Effective
atomic
number,
Zr

Wavelength
of
emission,
A

Refractie
Index

Light
yield
(anthra

Decay
tie,
sec

cene
1.00

ZnS (Ag)

4.1

27

4500

2.4

(2.0)

(> 1"

CdS (Ag)

4.8

44

7600

2.5

(2.0)

(

NaI (TI)

3.67

50

4100

1.7

2.0

0.25

KIX(1)

3.13

49

4100

1.68

0.8

>1

hNCI (Ag)

2.17

16

2450,
3850

1.54

L.1S

>1

LII (TI,
Sn, or

4.06

52

Blue,
green

1.95

LiP (AgCI)
Cs! (Ti)

4.51

8.1
54

White

1.39
1.79

0.0"
1.5

Cs~r (TI)
CaMO 4

4.44
6.06

49
59

4300

1.70
1.92

2.0
1.0

1)

Eu)
>1
>1

8
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bell-shaped distribution peaking out at sone optimum photon energy, usually
less than 100 KV.
Once the luminescence phenomenon has been established for a given
material, the material itself will act as an absorber for the light produced, i.e.,

if the material is not transparent to the light it produces,

the effective light output is,

for all practical purposes, produced only

by the surface atoms of the material.

Thus, the total thickness of the

material, the crystalline shape and spacing, as well as the crystal size
itself become limiting factors in total brightness.

Optinin light yield for a given luminous material then can be best
achieved by using a single crystal or a mosaic crystal machined to a
minimum thickness.

The type of crystal to be used would then depend on

the X-ray energy and color of luminescence desired.

GCODERIC
As has been previously pointed out, the light photons produced by

the luminescence phenomenon are produced by the interactions of X-ray
photons and the absorbing medium and are predaninantly characterized by
scatter. Any image thus produced will be lacking in sharpness. The
divergence of the light photons from a point of generation w;Lthin a
crystal will tend to spread, both within and without the crystal, resulting in a "fu"

or poorly defined image.

The geametric unsharpness is thus also dependent on the fluorescing
crystal size, spacing, and thickness. Optimm image sharpness or definition can be achieved only by using a single crystal or mousaic crystal
machined to a very fine thickness.

U3W_

AMD COCR

As can be sen from Figure 5, the uvelength of amiion is given
for the selected inorganic scintillators.

The wavelengths depicted in

9
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5. Fluorescent emissions and retinal color
receptors 01
for selected inorganic
scintil1lat ors.
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Figure 5 are overlayed on the color spectrum corresponding to the wavelength sensitivity of the eyes' retinal color receptors according to the
Young-Helmholtz theory.

The wavelengths of emission depicted in Figure 5 are in reality
themselves representative of a nornal bell-shaped curve peaking at the
indicated wavelength and for the most part and well into the violet
color spectrum with a low relative luminesocity.
It has been discovered by manufacturers of fluorescopic screens
that the color of fluorescent enissions can be controlled by introducing

minute quantities of inorganic impurities in the crystal growth process.
Zinc sulfide for example, can be made to fluoresce in the yellow-green
color, well within the dominator region of the eye's sensitivity, by the
addition of cadnium impurities in the fluorescent crystal's growth process. Figure 6 shows such a color emission shift for zinc sulfide.
Other screen manufacturers ccamercially produce fluorescent screens whose
dinant wavelength emissions fluoresce in other colors. However, commercially available fluorescent materials are produced to correspond to

maximn wavelength sensitivity of the film being used to record the
fluorescence.

Typically conmercially prodLd fluorescent screens are mad. by

coating a liodneucent material onto a cardboard backing.
tion process typically com i
ec

Tbe fabrica-

of suspending wall crystals of the

te atrial in an inert binder solution and then dipping the

cardboard backin

into the solution.

Brushing or spraying is somstimes
used to apply a coating of the crystal suspension onto one side of the

cardboard only.
The resultant product as shown in croe-section in Figure 7 remlts

in each crystal acting AS an idm mtfluorescing mdium.
t.1, u associated with this scbme of thing are that:

1m inherent

1.1
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Zinc sulfide

*I

~

300

\

Eye

/

sensitivft

Zinc,

1

cadmium
sul fide

400
Soo
600
Wavelength (millimicrons)

700

FIGURE 6. Color emission shift of zinc sulfide
by the addition of cadmnium impurities.

Cardboard backing

screen.
fluorescentt
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1.

The quantity of impurities introdued in each crystal cannot
be uniformly controlled.

2.

The geometric spacing and ori.entation of each crystal in the
binder cannot be controlled.

3.

The "staci

of individual crystals to give uniform thicimess

cannot be controlled.
4.

The crystal variation in size and shape cannot be uniformly
controlled.

Thus, an Imge produced will be lacking in both definition and sensitivity.

C

camm8iai
Generally speaking then, it can be concluded that conventional photo
fluorescent screens resmlt in the production of a poorer Imge quality
than can normally be obtained with conventional X-ray inspection.
kuever, a single crystal of sutfficient diameter machined to some

C

minimn wafer thickness and munted in, or onto, an optically clear
aiport could drmUtically Improve both the definition and sensitivity

of the Image produced, by alleiviating the inherent problemu associated
with the audticrystal screens.

C

Theoretically then, it is possible to produce a monocrmtic Imp

UMa;cndipg to the diminator region of ee smditivity. The Image thus
produced, b,,,er, my have a low light yield requiring the um of photomultiplier tube

as "brighteers".

7he problem rniaus, howver, that the miage produced will be wmworcmtic.

Any attast to produc

a color

pectrum willthen

a single film, if a film is to be used to recordthe

*

require that

e, be moad

nrnnnal using two or more fluorescent crystals. Mwe overal effect
of this techeique would in effect, Increase the radiation "does" or pawne tim rwdzW to produce the mage.
13
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Although curet crystal technology severely limits the applicability
Of aNy direct approach to producing color X-ray iages for the industrial
radiogrp11,
it should not be ruled out that a laboratory mo~del might
prove beneficial in a seogahc
approach, or that a uxonocrumtic
IM IuGetronically enhanced would be Preferable to the human eye in
drnin
shade variations.

34.

